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ABSTRACT
Debates are ongoing on the limits of – and possibilities for – sovereignty in the digital era. While most observers spotlight the implications of the Internet, cryptocurrencies, artificial intelligence/machine learning and advanced data analytics for the sovereignty of nation states, a critical yet under examined question concerns what digital innovations mean for authority, power and control in the humanitarian sphere in which different rules, values and expectations are thought to apply. This forum brings together practitioners and scholars to explore both conceptually and empirically how digitisation and datafication in aid are (re)shaping notions of sovereign power in humanitarian space. The forum’s contributors challenge established understandings of sovereignty in new forms of digital humanitarian action. Among other focus areas, the forum draws attention to how cyber dependencies threaten international humanitarian organisations’ purported digital sovereignty. It also contests the potential of technologies like blockchain to revolutionise notions of sovereignty in humanitarian assistance and hypotheses about the ineluctable parasitic qualities of humanitarian technology. The forum concludes by proposing that digital technologies deployed in migration contexts might be understood as ‘sovereignty experiments’. We invite readers from scholarly, policy and practitioner communities alike to engage closely with these critical perspectives on digitisation and sovereignty in humanitarian space.
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The Sovereignty Test

Huub Dijstelbloem

One of the fascinating aspects of studying borders, human mobility and humanitarian aid is that research in this field simultaneously engages with empirical and conceptual boundaries. Scholarship almost by definition studies the international mobility of social, technological, informational and political entities, as well as the circulation of the concepts they relate to. It is not only people, goods, finances, technologies and information that move across states’ boundaries. The notions of territory, jurisdiction, authority, power and sovereignty, the conceptual container of nation-states, are movable entities as well – albeit not in symmetric ways. The contributions to this forum show that humanitarian space, data sovereignty and infrastructural sovereignty are emerging notions that come into being by the mobility of people and the
composition of socio-technical networks. Instead of hanging over human behaviour like a pristine blue sky, they move along with human traffic like turbulent weather conditions. Out of it arises a manoeuvring and transforming notion of power and state power that attempts to re-appear and make itself present again in different shapes at different locations.

Following, tracing and identifying forms of politics in the context of international migration requires a twofold approach that focuses on the material manifestations of politics, namely the technologies and organisations that carry it, and on the transforming meaning of politics, the changing load. Langdon Winner’s (1980) famous question “Do artefacts have politics?” today therefore has a different meaning. Not only do we have to ask ourselves the question of where politics is to be found and through which forms and artefacts it speaks. Arguably more interesting than answering Winner’s question with ‘yes’/’no’/‘it depends’ is refining the question by directing it to issues of territory, jurisdiction, authority, power, sovereignty and technology. By doing so, we broaden the range of forms of technopolitics and the different modes in which they appear.

Today, Winner’s question “Do artefacts have politics?” resonates in analyses of surveillance capitalism (Zuboff 2019, 219) and racism and discriminatory designs in digital worlds (Benjamin 2019, 90–92). Sprawl of digital technologies in the governance of international mobility and migration policies has all kinds of humanitarian and security consequences, varying from novel forms of visualisation and risk assessment (Amoore 2013; Ryan 2015) and issues of financial surveillance, data justice and privacy issues (Taylor 2016; Tazzioli 2017) to intense forms of profiling, selection, inclusion, exclusion and infrastructural violence (Heller and Pezzani 2016; Squire 2020; van Reekum 2019). Focusing on notions of territory, jurisdiction, authority, power and – perhaps most importantly in this regard – sovereignty, opens a way to analyse a specific aspect, namely the way sovereignty is reproduced and re-established via data infrastructures and ‘mediated’ through digital technologies.

To analyse this re-enactment of sovereignty, I will elaborate on the notions of ‘experiments’ and ‘experimentality’. The notions of experiments and experimentality have been attended to increasingly in the literature on border politics and technologies. By elaborating on the notion of experimentality (Murphy 2017; Aradau 2020) the discussion on experiments in border laboratories (Dijstelbloem 2021) can be connected to multiple forms of border politics and other forms of experimental politics in which science, technology and regimes of knowledge recompose socio-technical relations (Murphy 2017, 82; Aradau 2020, 16). The outcome of this discussion, I hope, will contribute to our understanding of the simultaneous movements that take place in the various situations and spaces this forum visits, such as ‘humanitarian space’ as defined by Collinson and Elhawary (2012) (see Martin, Sharma, de Souza, Taylor and van Eerd), the specific nature and modus operandi of humanitarian organisations and the ways
they are embedded in technological security landscapes (see the contributions by Cheesman, Marelli and McDonald), and the risks and pitfalls of the two-sided sword of digital humanitarianism (Scheel).

In order to discuss the relations between sovereignty, technology, borders and political power and the kind of experiments that take place in this context, the political-historical origins of the notion of sovereignty require attention. Attending to the genealogy of sovereignty is not only a means to avoid reproducing flawed images of the past, it may also shed some light on the various changes the notion has already seen and how it developed as a mediating concept. This is clarified in Darshan’s Vigneswaran’s (2020) article with the very Latourian title Europe Has Never Been Modern: Recasting Historical Narratives of Migration Control. Vigneswaran argues that literature on state formation, sovereignty, borders and migration is often based on two assumptions. The first assumption is that the modern form of state power and the relationship between nation states and borders has the European state, starting from the peace of Westphalia, as its birthplace. The second assumption is that this form of government and control of mobility has spread globally from the west. It holds that “the core institutions and practices of modern territorial sovereignty originated in Europe before being gradually extended to other parts of the globe” (Vigneswaran 2020, 2). In contrast, institutional-historical archival research by Vigneswaran on the development of international migration policy suggests that “extra-European actors played a significant role in both originating and defining the nature of European sovereign territorial and transnational mobility norms” (Vigneswaran 2020, 3). Territorial migration control also arose outside Europe and migration policy in European countries was more the result of international negotiations and exchanges than bearing a Westphalian mark.

Previously, other authors have pointed out that the picture of a coherent Westphalian package deal offering a contract between territory and sovereignty is misleading. Territory, as Elden (2013, 323) argues, “is not simply land . . . nor is it a narrowly political strategic question that is closer to a notion of terrain. Territory comprises techniques for measuring land and controlling terrain”. Just like the notion of territory, the concept of a border has various meanings and implications. It does not only operate in political and geographical registers of sovereignty, authority and jurisdiction but also in legal, technical and economic ones. Territory and sovereignty are much more loosely related and come in more variegated combinations than is often assumed (Dijstelbloem 2021).

How then to prevent an overly modernist and/or Eurocentric view on the origin and relation between notions of territory, sovereignty and borders? Since the title of Vigneswaran (2020) unmistakably refers to Latour’s (1993) We Have Never Been Modern, I suggest revisiting this original
proposal for a comparative anthropology of the relations between politics, technology and knowledge. This leads us to the direction of experiments. But what kind of experiments?

As Aradau (2020, 5) explains, in the literature on borders two notions of ‘laboratories’ and ‘experiments’ prevail: a governmentality approach and an STS one. “In a governmentality approach, all bordering practices have an experimental element. In an STS approach, experiments and laboratories have a more specific meaning emerging from the history of experiments in modern science” (Aradau 2020, 5). By revisiting Latour’s argument, we will see in more detail how an analysis of experiments in the history of modern science is intrinsically connected with questions of politics, and how this opens the way to link it with issues of governmentality.

One of Latour’s central arguments is based on the famous debate between Hobbes and Boyle on the existence of a vacuum and the possible conditions of political power (Shapin and Schaffer 1985). Latour’s argument holds that the notion of sovereignty partly emerged from a controversy in which the division between science and politics was re-established by a dispute over the existence of a vacuum and the application of a socio-politico-technological experiment, namely the air pump.

Latour’s interpretation of (Shapin and Schaffer’s interpretation) of the debate runs as follows. The debate is often pictured as one between a political philosopher (Hobbes) versus an experimental scientist (Boyle). However, both were interested in science, politics, nature and society and adhered to a king, a parliament, the church and mechanistic philosophy. The difference between the two is that they favoured different approaches: experiments (Boyle) versus mathematical proof (Hobbes) (de Vries 2016, 120). They were also concerned with different questions. Whereas Boyle was interested in the possible discovery (or ‘introduction’ in constructivist terms) of the vacuum, Hobbes was driven by the fear of religious wars and how to end them. For that reason, the possible existence of a vacuum created a metaphorical vacuum in his political theory. If the cosmic order allows empty spaces, there will always be room for something else than politics, that cannot be affected by political action and remains uncontrollable for a sovereign (the Leviathan). Therefore, Hobbes proposed a theory of ‘plenism’ and suggested the existence of aether instead.

Against this background, the famous experiment with the air pump takes place. Part of the experiment is a feather in a glass tube. If a vacuum does exist, the feather should remain unmoved. If it would move, it would support Hobbes’ thesis of the substance of aether streaming in and filling the void. As we now know, it did not and the existence of a vacuum was confirmed (Shapin and Schaffer 1985, 181; Latour 1993, 22).
Latour does not read this story in terms of a ‘victory’ of Boyle over Hobbes. Instead, he regards it as a history about the coming into being of a new division between science and politics. According to Latour, the controversy was not an epistemic controversy, but a political and ontological one that included questions on nature, God, the position of the sovereign and the nature of evidence and the role of witnesses and experiments. The controversy is a debate about the question of which actors and which nonhuman entities ought to be taken into account. It is not Hobbes or Boyle who won, but the technological assemblage of the experimental setting that redefined the place of politics and sovereign power.

The advantage of this view is that it allows for reconsidering the connection between institutional and infrastructural approaches. Whereas institutionalists focus on diplomacy, negotiations, conflicts, agreements, contracts and treaties between different actors, historians of technology have redescribed globalisation, colonisation and Europeanisation from the perspective of infrastructure development. Infrastructures for transportation, industry, agriculture, finance, security and warfare are part of the development of states and the creation and expansion of political power. Instead of describing the birth of borders, territory and sovereignty mainly in institutional terms, the infrastructural perspective emphasises the way communication networks, highways, railroads and tunnels unify or divide people in a socio-technological manner (see also Pelizza 2019).

So, what happens if we connect the institutional and infrastructural approach to further the relationship between sovereignty and technology? If we want to draw an analogy between the Hobbes-Boyle controversy and notions of sovereignty and territory in humanitarian and security infrastructures, a possible next step is to ask what counts as the air pump, and what as the vacuum? Perhaps, in this unusual comparison, it is the digital technologies that can be regarded as the instrument and the control over mobility as the vacuum – turning the latter into a proposition of sovereignty, tested experimentally by the former.

The provisional conclusion is that, if specific scientific experiments can be redefined as technopolitical experiments, not only concerned with the advancement of knowledge but with determining the space for political action and sovereign power, then digital humanitarian and security technologies concerned with monitoring movements can be considered as experiments, as sovereignty tests, which examine the space for political power to control human mobility.

All in all, the test we have at hand is a remarkable one. We are not witnessing the birth of sovereignty, but its re-arising. What is going on here is not a chick emerging from the egg, but the rebirth of a phoenix. Via the experimental setting, sovereignty is re-enacted and re-established.
Sovereignty is fabricated via what Aradau (2020) calls ‘experimentality’. As stated previously, according to Aradau the notion of experimentality “can be seen as an attempt to bridge . . . differences between scientific experiments and practices of governing” (Aradau 2020, 5). Experimentality is an experimental endeavour in three respects. It denotes practices, policies and political security programmes that tend to work without protocols, that aim at specific interventions and that operate with a neoliberal logic (Aradau 2020, 7). Aradau suggests this kind of experimentality directs the notion of sovereignty into the sphere of speculative futures. And indeed, digital technologies varying from databases to visual tools concerned with border surveillance and monitoring human mobility can be regarded as a test setup. The distinguishing feature of these kinds of experiments in border politics, we can add to this analysis, is that they not only concern people, data, information and technologies, but the concept of sovereignty itself, to test its presence in order to be able to fill technologically emerging political power vacuums. However, this re-enactment also modifies the notion of sovereignty and does not leave its meaning untouched. When concepts are transported, they are also transformed and translated. And when concepts emerge out of experimental settings, they are susceptible to interventions and manipulations. The application of surveillance systems and humanitarian technologies in this sense carries the risk of shifting the idea of sovereignty to terra incognita, where it becomes part not only of speculative futures, but also uncertain and arcane or downright ominous futures, that will test the room for humanitarian space to its limits.
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